
Jackson Pollock and his generation cultivated an art of splashes, spillage and overflow.  By the end of the 1950s their
painting had gained a degree of respect abroad and wide recognition in the States. A second and a third generation of
Abstract Expressionists appeared.  The New York School was seeping, occasionally flooding, into new territory.  No wonder
that, as Doug Ohlson has said, the early 1960s were a time of “containment.” 

The ‘50s were sloppy, the ‘60s were neat.  Long isolated,
first-generation pioneers welcomed disciples—at least
in principle.  Feeling crowded, Roy Lichtenstein, Andy
Warhol and other front runners of 1961 wanted to get
out in the front of the pack and stay there in highly visible
isolation.  Pop images strove for clear situations too.
Minimalism made an esthetic of good gestalts, which in
this setting, read as clutter cleared up (though Robert
Morris, Carl Andre, and company presented their simple
forms as abiding truths unveiled). Neatness prevailed,
imperiously in some quarters.

Will Insley made messy paintings until he saw the green-
and-yellow stripes of a canvas from Frank Stella’s Mo-
roccan series (1964). He remembers it as “the most
amazing painting” he had ever seen. “I was struck by
the clarity of the Liquitex color, the lack of painterly tex-
ture and the absolute structure of the image.” Insley
switched from oils to acrylic. He suppressed evidence of
his touch.  He laid grids over the canvas and built color-

blocks with careful applications of masking tape.  Insley went through a total conversation to neatness. 

Under its dictates he gave himself the look of a prototypical ‘60s artist. But the oppositions defining that decade did not
define him.  Though Insley’s art was and still is neat, it has never attempted containment.  His Wall Fragments insist on
their fragmentary state.  Each implies a large whole, ONECITY, a mythical site that in its turn implies the possibility of
infinite expansion. After Insley took up visionary architecture, critics tagged him as an eccentric who wore, for a time, the
disguise of a proper Minimalist.  He had a firm grip on style-politics for a few seasons then his obsessions distracted him,
his grip weakened, and he fell through the cracks in the historical pattern.  Now he floats in a private limbo. 

Fragments for a Civilization
By Carter Ratcliff
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This is the standard view.  It comes in two versions: friendly and dismissive.  Both are wrong.  They assume that Insley
simply didn’t get the style-politics of 1964, so he couldn’t align himself with the messy die-hards or the neat young Turks.
But Insley shouldn’t be charged with failing to achieve what he never tried to do.  He gave his options an accurate reading
in 1964, then decided he would choose none of those ready-made possibilities. Instead, he tore down and rebuilt them
in a way that freed neatness from chores of containment. 

To contain is also to exclude.  The artists of the ‘60s imposed order on what they prized (in addition to order itself) and
banished the rest.  Andy Warhol’s tastes in imagery are different from Brice Marden’s or Roy Litchtenstein’s for that matter,
but all theses figures in the ‘60s mainstream agreed in practice that art should offer images of self-sufficient unity—
“autonomous form” with the power to “create strong gestalt sensations,” as Robert Morris said in his “Notes on Sculpture”
(1966), implying that such form is no more and no less than precisely enough.  The excesses of the previous generation
evoked yearning and loss.  The self-contained forms of the ‘60s read as emblems of perfect wholeness.  That perfection
had a melancholy tinge in Marden’s case.  In Lichtenstein’s it was ironic, in Carl Andre’s bombastic, yet both of them, for
all their differences, sustained the same ideal.  Will Insley never employed the rhetoric of palpable wholeness. 

Last fall, the Guggenheim Museum gave Insley a retrospective exhibition.  The earliest painting in the show was Wall
Fragment No. 63.6 (1963). Over eight by eight feet, this thin slab of Masonite displays a neatly squared-away grid.  De-
partures from a standard, right-angled format follow this right-angled pattern, giving the work an odd but symmetrical
outline.  Other artists used symmetrical outline.  Other artists used symmetry to contain whatever visual action the play
of color and line might stir up.  The diagonals of Wall Fragment No. 63.6 move the eye over the surface in a swift, rotary

Will Insley, Wall Fragment No 63.6, 1963-64
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pattern. Centrifugal energies push at the boundaries
of the image. 

Since it doesn’t serve as a metaphor of self-suffi-
cient unity, this fragment of an imaginary wall isn’t
satisfied to stay pinned against an actual wall by the
conventions of ‘60s-style flatness.  A part standing
restlessly for a whole, the painting wants to join with
other fragments in a coherent pattern.  Spring Wall
No. 65.14 (1965) transposes the expansive energies
of the first Wall Fragments into a pattern of black
and bright yellow.  These colors, says Insley, provide
“the greatest visual contrast while at the same time
‘sticking together’ (black and white fall apart).” If In-
sley had wanted to stay in touch with pictorial tradi-
tions, he would have said black and white allude to
space.  But he had decided to “’think as an archi-
tect’,” not as a painter, so he abandoned that black
on white of traditional drawing for colors that evoke
signs and barriers—meaning-laden objects—in the
urban landscape. 

The year of Spring Wall some of Insley’s other painting pieces abandoned symmetry for shapes unbalanced by sharp di-
agonals. Toward the end of the 1960s some of his Wall Fragments developed the look of those mountainous profiles
generated by graphs. Others are T-shapes whose name, Rulers, suggests that they provide the unit best suited to measure
Insley’s imaginary structures as they appeared.  Through meanings—or ghosts of meaning—cluster thickly around his
forms, he never permitted any clear messages to get through.  Insley himself receives “cryptic signals” from a source he
leaves unnamed. “If there is a wall fragment,” he has reasoned, “there must be a wall, and if a wall, a building; and if a
building, a city, a civilization; if a civilization, a religion”—the source of the signals that led the artist, in 1967, from Wall
Fragments to images of buildings. 

A decade later, Insley discovered ONECITY, a mythological labyrinth in unlocated time and buried in the central North
American plains between the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountains.  ONECITY houses 400 million people. As its center
hides the Opaque Library, the source of the “Fragments” the artist had been making since 1963.  So Insley, too, worked
his way to an image of wholeness, only it was not the kind found in the hard-edged imagery of Judd, LeWitt, and the
early Stella.  The unities of their art appeal all at once in tangible form.  Insley’s have never been visible in a single work.
Yet his obsessive vision of ONECITY joins all the fragmentary images he has painted, drawn, and built over the last two
decades.  This imaginary place waits to gather up all the images he will make in the future.  It is a constantly shifting
unity, no more or less complete now than it will ever be. 

Linder Shearer selected the contents of Insley’s Guggenheim retrospective to show his evolution from painter to visionary.
In place of a catalogue essay, Shearer published a helpful interview with the artist. Insley talks about the development of
his art the way an archeologist might sum up the stages of a dig. For many years he would retreat, in imagination, to a
“space in [his] mind like an Indiana cornfield.”  In 1965 he “fell into a hole in center of the field and found a room”—the
Opaque Library—“in which information about [his] future work was stored.”  Over the years he found his way beyond
this room to others, and eventually in 1977, to a vision of ONECITY’s Opaque Civilization.  Divided into “day people” and
“night people,” the inhabitants of ONECITY are like us, save that their activities all have a clear symbolic charge.  Relieved
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somehow of the need to work, they play games and enact rituals that express pleasure and kindly cooperativeness (day
people) or extravagant singularity (night people).  The two populations don’t mix, and only the night people have contract
with the criminals, Insley emblems of evil, confined to the Ninth Arena.  
At Insley’s retrospective, a 24-by-24-foot model of ONECITY spread its angular geometries across the immense ground

floor of the Guggenheim Museum.  This work is impressive in he early modern sense derived from John Locke’s Essay
Concerning Human Understanding (1690):  its mass of ordered and minutely repetitious detail impresses itself on the
visual apparatus so powerfully that mere sensation becomes conscious perception (Locke, Ch. 9.3); and mere perception
intensifies until, intimating the infinite, the artist’s images “fill the mind with that sort of delightful horror, which is the
most genuine effect, and truest test of the sublime”—to quote one of the 18th century’s most flamboyant Lockeans, Ed-
mund Burke (Of the Sublime and Beautiful, 1757, Pt. 2.8). 

Insley is an artist of the urban grid, so it makes sense to look at his art through the lens of a mechanistic psychology.  His
units of form proliferate like the mass-produced elements of building, or the skyscrapers that multiply, and still multiply,
at high speed in 20th-century Manhattan’s midtown.  Insley says that ever since he moved to New York in 1957 he was
“preoccupied with walking the street grid and exploring empty parking lots and playing fields at night.”  His recollection
reminds me of the passage in Dashiell Hammett’s Red Harvest (1927) where the protagonist drinks laudanum and spends
the night in a dream of walking “half the streets in the United States,” from Baltimore to Denver and Dallas and Botson,
naming the streets as he goes (and going nameless throughout the story), eventually making his way along “Berry Boule-
vard in Louisville, Lexington Avenue in New York, until I came to Victoria Street in Jacksonville….” 

The grid of American cities runs vertically, up the
facades of buildings, as well as horizontally, over
the ground.  The pattern is similar enough from
point to point to prevent one from getting com-
pletely lost.  Yet that similarity, street to street, city
to city, can make it difficult to feel thoroughly
there, wherever one may be. No matter how fa-
miliar an urban grid-point, other times and places
haunt it, and this makes any city an elusive place.
This is truer now than it was in Hammett’s time,
or Edmund Burke’s. Cities, even low-rise Los An-
geles, have evolved backward toward a vision of
infinity elaborated first in early modernity’s mech-
anistic pictures of the psyche and the universe. In
1938 Le Corbusier built a model of a Museum of
Unlimited Growth. He planned the building as a
squared spiral, infinitely expandable.  Some of In-
sley’s designs use the same tactic, others don’t.
They all show a crystalline capacity for inorganic
growth.  From single buildings came multiple
buildings. Next came the vision of ONECITY. At
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every stop of the way, the symmetries of the first, centrifugal paintings reappeared at a larger scale.  The Plan of ONECITY
from 1978/83 looks like Spring Wall (1965) after its internal cells have divided and redivided along grid-lines. 

No one has access to the Opaque Library at the center of the Inner City that forms the core of ONECITY, except of course
Insley himself, “the artist involved with all this crazy ‘fiction.’” That is the rule, though Insley invites us to break it when he
exhibits his work.  It is easy to let vision float into patterns, difficult to bring anything back from this Opaque Civilization.
Form is clear but there is no light.  Effects are powerful but they generate no message.  His tales of the day people, the
night people, and the criminals of ONECITY sketch us as we might be if we could devote our existences to acting out the
premises of our conscious attitudes.  The deep meaning of our postures remains unknown, like the forbidden Library, In-
sley’s symbol of the unconscious, and residence of “the faceless god.” Nearest to this god are “’the faceless criminals,”
and near them are the Theaters of Death.  All this stays out of site, alluring but inaccessible.  

J. G.  Ballard’s “Terminal Beach” (1964) updates what the 18th century called a Robinsonade, a variation on Defoe’s
story of the resourceful Crusoe.  This one is post-nuclear, a pastoral Utopia in reverse.  Equipment liters the beach but
none of it works.  Worse, nothing is intelligible, though Ballard’s anti-Crusoe sees the promise of meaning everywhere:
“Above him, along the crests of the dunes, the tall palms leaned into the dim air like the symbol of a cryptic alphabet.
The landscape of the island was covered by strange ciphers.”  So is the Antarctica of Poe’s Narrative of A. Gordon Pym
(1838).  See, too, Gerard de Nerval’s Paris, where “secret voices” speak to him from the most ordinary forms of iron and
stone; and the later, cryptographic Paris of the Surrealists (especially message-laden in Andre Breton’s Nadja, 1928).
Insley offers the city itself his emblem of our culture, as an enveloping hieroglyph. Then, like any visionary with a mech-
anistic bent, Insley leads us away from mystery to the self-evident: his astonishing patterns, those images whose overload
of legible detail renders them indecipherable.  

In her catalogue interview, Linda Shearer asks Insley abut Etienne-Lois Boullee’s visionary architecture. Insley says it is
important to him, a plausible answer.  Insley and Boullee alike spin grandiose possibilities from simple geometries.  Yet
the latter was a Neoclassicist willingly confined by a powerful sense of decorum. Insley’s phantasmagoria originates in

the excesses of the allover field, so his
strongest affinities link him to other extrem-
ists among the artists of this century, and
with utilitarians of an earlier period, builders
indifferent to visual properties.  He is as grid-
mad as Sol LeWitt, if not more so.  Rendered
in two dimensions or three, Insley’s architec-
ture looks like the patterns of drafting paper
infiltrated by mind:  inhabitable space ap-
pears as geometric givens reflect on them-
selves, doubling line, crossing and
re-crossing, layering and offsetting the trac-
ery of angles until form spreads over the
page or across the floor like inorganic pro-
tein.  

Insley sees the connection between his
imaginary terrain and Robert Smithson’s
nonsites, though the points to an important
difference.  The nonsites confounded two
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real places, say, a wasteland in New Jer-
sey and a portion of art-gallery space.  In-
sley’s drawings refer to “an ELSEWHERE,
outside the present, in some structure of
space motivated according to conflicts ex-
tended from our present personal
dilemma.”  You could travel between the
referents of a nonsite.  A trip to ONECITY
requires, in Insley’s phrase, “mental
travel.”  

The ungraspably delicate precision on In-
sley’s later structures gives them a resem-
blance to the ribbed hyperboles of the
Futurist architect Antonio Sant‘Elia.  His
denser drawings remind me of honey-
combed forms by Hans Poelzig, a German
Expressionist architect of the 1920s; and
of the British architect Thomas Willson’s
The Pyramid. A General Metropolitan
Cemetery to be Erected in the Vicinity of
Primrose Hill (1824). We ought not to
overlook the last century’s glass and steel
extravaganzas, showy but practical, like
the Crystal Palace (1851), and the railway
stations of the Victorian era. More could
go on this list.  But Insley takes no clear
position amid his options—as he showed
when he confounded the meaning of
spillover and confinement in the
ealry’60s.  We don’t gain much by trying
to place him stylistically or historically. He
floats free, on currents of intuition that
flow past the specialized issues of art and
architecture to his vision of modern cul-
ture as a machine designed to generate, and to be, its own housing. 

It’s tempting to try to locate him by tracing the lines of his influence, but this is difficult.  Insley isolates himself in vastness.
His example may have encouraged a tendency, noticeable a decade back, to shift from earthworks to fantastic architec-
ture—see the sites and structures of Mary Miss, Alice Aycock, Ed McGowin and others.  On the other hand, Insley’s art
supplies no necessary precedent to anyone.  He resembles another grid-maker, Alfred Jensen.  In tune with their period,
neither Jensen nor Insley lets himself be locked in.  Both elaborate systems sufficiently extended to crowd all other art
to the periphery.  And each stymies us by luring thought toward a center that refuses to reveal its contents. 

Alfred Jensen is, I think, a mystic.  I am certain that Insley is not. His means and ends are mechanistic and secular.
ONECITY presents modern life bereft of saving delusions.  “Both dream and nightmare,” Insley’s super-megalopolis “ac-
cepts both GOOD and BAD.”  The horror of this labyrinthine world, I think, arrives in the shape of a blessing: the artist

Will Insley, ONECITY Building Room, Under-Building, Isometric, 1978/82-83
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leaves each citizen of ONECITY free to choose whether to be good or bad, and to accept the conditions attendant on that
choice.  Figures appear rarely in his drawings.  They’re easy to miss because Insley doesn’t draw them.  He lets their
forms coalesce from scatterings of dots—Insley’s convention for atmosphere or shade or simply a darkish surface.  Just
as he makes it impossible to distinguish between day people and night people, so night and day blend into his art’s time-
out-of-time.  He blurs the difference between up and down, relief and concavity.  

Insley’s vapory figures have their being as functions of ONECITY. Through it grants them a freedom of choice, Insley’s
myth fits with my sense that in ONECITY larger forces determine such choices absolutely—as in Calvinism, which insists
on the individual’s free will and God’s power to predetermine every last detail of history. Newtonian physics, as refined by
18th-century theorists, transposes these seeming contradictions into modernity’s secular—and mechanistic—terms: we
feel we possess free will, yet reason requires us to see that the unbreakable laws of physics control everything that hap-
pens.  

The citizens of ONECITY exercise no initiatives independent of the visual logic of the place.  Nor could matters be otherwise.
Pastoral staffage embodies pastoral values, figures of Romantic freedom are bound absolutely to the task of looking lib-
erated, and so on—Insley, too, imprisons his figures in their pictorial function.  They are remarkable not for that, but be-
cause their binding function is to figure forth enslavement to modernity’s reductive principles.  That diminishes them to
nearly nothing, clustered dots, an occasional episode of graphic consideration.

Gianbattista Piranesi aggrandized the ruins of Rome by scaling down the figures who clambered on them.  In his Antichita
Romane (1756), Piranesi proposed to illuminate the present with images of the past reassembled.  Yet the past remained
in fragments, even in his engravings, and Piranesi had his greatest influence as the artist who showed modern figures
teetering on the edge of the future as they negotiated massive chunks of the ancient world.  Even when they abandoned
his archeological style, Piranesi’s 18th-century followers make themselves known by imitating his play with scale.  Nor
have artists forgotten the fragility of Piranesian man.  Jannis Kounellis recently said he seeks “a language that will help
me to enlarge the tiny man on Piranesi’s ruins.”  That “tiny man” is the ancestor of Insley’s half-coalesced, half-disintegrate
figures, through evolution did not move forward to produce him.

Will Insley, Building Room Section Red Green Elevation, 1978-81, ink on ragboard, 40 x 60 inches
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Like the infinite space implied by Insley’s forms, his version of time runs unbounded in all directions.  The compacted order
of ONECITY reminds me of Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982).  The movies high-rise, infinitely cluttered Los Angeles points
to a style of urban chaos that may await us 40 years in the future.  This Los Angeles also looks backward to the highly
stylized violence of film noir’s beginnings, 40 years in the past.  Syd Mead’s sets are grandiose, funny, and nonchalant
about the temporal free-float sustaining us now that modernity’s march into the future has faltered.  Delicately, unrelentingly,
Insley plays on our sense that in a Newtonian universe events are reversible: now is a boundless field, clock-time a distraction
from the way things have their meaning in our world. 

As functions of ONECITY’s fragments (no work, no matter how
detailed, can show the entire place), Insley’s figures represent
a state of evolution far beyond that of Pirannesian man, yet this
is not necessarily the consequence of forward development.
Nor is it obviously a regression.  Piranesi’s art suggests that in
his time Western culture still possessed a vision of its own his-
tory.  In our time, history slips away on the currents of time itself,
that spreading, reversible, Newtonian medium, and Insley’s art
helps us see into our present state. 

Modern science and technology remade nature on an imper-
sonal, rationalized model, one that the individual mind and will
can comprehend, even manipulate, but not join. A secular world
excludes the self or, at its most generous, reduces each of us
to a contingency.  This is not bearable, so traditional religion
survives. And substitutes for religion appear.  Among them is
art, which advances the artist as a spiritual force—creator in a
grand, nearly theological sense. As Romanticism gave way to
the avant-garde, the quasi religion of art endured skeptical at-
tacks of its own, usually from within the ranks of artists, yet its
spiritual mission endured.  Even minimalisms of Will Insley’s

generation present their formal clarities as emblems of the ineffable that lurks behind the rationalized surface of the modern
world. No matter how severe its imagery, reductive art offers transcendental message.  

ONECITY, the Opaque Civilization, the Opaque Library—Insley elaborates these myths and their emblems, his works, as re-
flections of our demythologized world.  Traditional religions, says Insley, are “’vertical’ because they are about ascension or
descension to higher or lower states of grace.”  ONECITY’s religion is “horizontal.”  It posits only one state, far from grace,
that of the contemporary self immersed in the rationalized infinity, sheer space, that begins its own borders.  ONECITY’s re-
ligion offers symbols of the absence of religious belief. (In his unpublished ONECITY, 1980, Insley spells out the theology of
this imagined religion in detail so full it feels hallucinated; also, this essay serves as the official gazette of ONECITY’s geog-
raphy.)

Minimalists and modern artists in general try to guide vision past the veil of the ordinary world to a glimpse of some tran-
scendent value.  Insley reverses the procedure.  He tears away art’s veil of spirit to show us the rationalized substratum of
our world—sheer being, mechanical and empty.  So of course the style wars of the late 1950s and ‘60s gave him no part
to play.  Kicking off from the options available to him then, Insley arrived at a place whose view of painterly painters and re-
ductive geometricians shows them to be secret cousins, dedicated in unison to the task of promoting transcendence through
art.  Insley shows us the machinery of a Newtonian sublime, a Burkean infinity populated by creatures who exist only as in-
flections of that boundlessness. But what about the evil and death at the core of Insley’s world?  These mysteries possess
no spiritual aura, only a persistent allure.  Evil and death are as basic to Insley’s system as gravity is to Newton’s.  Joined
to form a principle of entropic break-down, they require as a simple counterbalance the endless fabrication of ONECITY.  

Will Insley, /Buildings/ No. 19-20 Interior Building: Corridor of Life 
View from the Ground, 1970-72
photo-collage, 30 x 30 inches
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